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ABSTRACT

Geologic mapping, with an emphasis on structure, was carried out

in the region of the headwaters of the Canada del Oro. Major intrusive

rock types delineated in the study area include the Oracle Granite,

Leatherwood quartz diorite, granodiorite porphyry, Catalina granite, and

Reef of Rock granite. Sedimentary rock types mapped in the area include

the Younger Precambrian Apache Group, Cambrian Boisa Quartzite and Abrigo

Formation, Devonian Martin Formation, and the Mississippian Escabrosa

Limestone.

Large wavelength synclines deform the Apache Group sedimentary

rocks in the north and metamorphosed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of

Marble Peak in the south. The northwest-trending Geeseman Fault cuts

across Oracle Granite, Leatherwood quartz diorite, and Catalina and Reef

of Rock granites. Structural analysis indicates a Cretaceous(?) compo-

nent of sinistral strike-slip displacement and a Tertiary component of

dip-slip displacement, south block down.

The Older Precambrian Oracle Granite is the oldest rock in the

area. Tectonic quiescence is marked by the deposition of the Younger

Precambrian and Paleozoic sediments. Subsequent intrusive events began

in the Late Mesozoic ending with the Reef of Rock granite. Movements

on the Geeseman Fault and other northwest-trending faults during Basin

and Range time resulted in the formation of the down-dropped graben of

the Canada del Oro valley.



INTRODUCTION

The headwaters region of the Canada del Oro is located approxi-

mately 32 km (20 mi) north of Tucson, Arizona in the Santa Catalina

Mountains (Fig. 1). The region under consideration lies between the

Oracle and Samaniego ridges and between Catalina Camp in the south and

Coronado Camp in the north (Fig. 2, in pocket). The rugged topography

varies in elevation from 2344 m (7688 ft) to 1280 m (4198 ft) and is well

dissected by intermittent streams. Vegetation changes from pine-oak

woodlands in the higher elevations to desert grasslands in the lower por-

tions. Ground cover and talus are locally extensive and may limit out-

crops to as little as 40% in the higher elevations and in the more

vegetated stream valleys.

The complexity of the geology of the Santa Catalina Mountains is

manifested in a diversity of rock types. The lower slopes and foothills

of the mountains are made up of Tertiary sedimentary rocks. These rocks

are found in low- to moderate-angle fault contact with crystalline rocks

on the southern and western flanks of the mountain. This southern Fore-

range of the Santa Catalina Mountains consists of quartzo-feldspathic

gneisses which grade into gneissic granite to the north (Banks, 1976;

Creasey and Theodore, 1975; Budden, 1975, Fig. 3). The northern and

northeast portions of the range are composed of Older Precambrian schists

and Younger Precambrian through Paleozoic sedimentary and metasedimentary

rocks. These rock types are generally exposed north of the central mass

1
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Figure 1. Location of the Canada del Oro Headwaters Study Area.
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3

of the mountain range, which is composed predominantly of plutonic rocks

(Budden, 1975, Fig. 3).

Most previous workers in the Santa Catalina Mountains have inter-

preted the core of the range as consisting of distinctive plutonic bodies

independent in age and genesis. However, Creasey, Banks, Ashley, and

Theodore (1976) recently proposed that most of the plutonic rocks of the

range are parts of a large composite batholith. Further, Creasey and

others (1976) have suggested that emplacement of the composite batholith

and cataclastic deformation of the Forerange gneisses were synchronous.

Creasey and others (1976) have interpreted the mid-Tertiary

potassium-argon dates derived by Damon, Erickson, and Livingston (1963)

and the mid-Tertiary potassium-argon and fission track dates they con-

tributed to be the age (26 m.y. average) of batholithic emplacement.

Other workers such as Giletti and Damon (1961), Livingston, Damon, Mauger,

Bennett, and Laughlin (1967), and Shakel, Livingston, and Pushkar (1972)

have reported rubidium-strontium dates for rocks in the core of the range

that differ from potassium-argon dates by an order of magnitude. Such

results represent the provocation for suggesting a non-synchronous his-

tory of the emplacement of several distinct plutonic bodies as opposed

to a synchronous event of batholithic dimensions. The notable problem

of the results from rubidium-strontium analysis is that isochrons are

difficult to construct from the scattered, non-uniform data.

This study was undertaken in order to map the structural, petro-

graphic, and contact attributes of several of the plutonic core rocks

which coalesce in the Canada del Oro headwaters region.
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Mapping at a large scale affords:

1) An assessment of the viability of competing models through a de-

tailed examination of the plutonic bodies,

2) An improved geologic base for age dating,

3) An examination of the kinematics of pluton emplacement, faulting,

and folding.



ROCKS

The Canada del Oro headwaters is dominated by intrusive rocks.

Geologic mapping reveals at least five distinct major intrusive rock

types and many minor intrusive dikes. Metasedimentary rocks are confined

to the eastern and southern border areas and to the northern valley of

the Canada del Oro (Fig. 2).

Precambrian Rocks 

Intrusive Rocks

The Older Precambrian Oracle Granite (Peterson, 1938) crops out

north of the Geeseman Fault and is limited to the northern and eastern

portions of the headwaters region (Fig. 2). The granite is generally

weathered orange to orange-red in color and shows evidence of marked red

to orange-red iron oxide staining. On fresh surfaces, the color is gen-

erally pink, but locally it is grey. Prominent 1.5-3.0 cm (.59-1.18 in)

phenocrysts of plagioclase and orthoclase feldspar in a medium-grained

matrix of feldspar, quartz, and biotite characterize the mesoscopic ap-

pearance of the Oracle Granite.

Microscopically, the Oracle Granite exhibits quartz, orthoclase,

plagioclase (An21), and biotite as dominant minerals. Chlorite, sen-

cite, magnetite, and epidote are notable accessory minerals. Sphene,

tourmaline, and zircon have been reported by Bannerjee (1957) and Creasey

(1967). Sericite alteration occurs in approximately 30% of the orthoclase

5
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and either sericite or saussurite alteration is found in nearly all the

plagioclase. Approximately 20% of the biotite is altered to chlorite.

The Oracle Granite plots as a granite on a Q-A-P diagram (Fig. 3;

after I.U.G.S., 1973) and Table 1 presents a listing of the modal anal-

yses used for the plot. Bannerjee (1957) noted compositional variations

from granite to granodiorite for the Oracle Granite. Correlation of this

rock type with the Oracle Granite (Peterson, 1938) is based on similari-

ties in modal mineralogy (samples S-1-4 and 50, Table 1), mesoscopic ap-

pearance and outcrop continuity as traced from the peripheral Oracle

Granite correlatives of Wallace (1954), Peirce (1958), Creasey (1967),

and Hoelle (1976).

The Oracle Granite is locally gneissic (Fig. 4) along the Canada

del Oro valley, in exposures along the crest of Oracle Ridge and in

southern outcrops (Fig. 2). Augen of feldspar and granulated quartz are

notable in these areas. Penetrative foliation and mineral lineation are

observed in gneissic exposures and the main body of Oracle Granite is

generally weakly foliated. Fractured feldspars, sutured quartz, and

shredded biotite make up the microscopic gneissic fabric. New mineral

development does not appear to be dominant.

The Oracle Granite is Older Precambrian in age. 1 Erickson (1962)

interpreted the Oracle Granite as intruding the 1.8-1.6 b.y. Pinal Schist.

Creasey (1967) noted that the Scanlan Conglomerate member (the basal unit

of the Younger Precambrian Apache Group) rests unconformably on the

1. Any Phanerozoic time mentioned in this thesis is per the
Phanerozoic time-scale of the Geological Society of London, 1964.
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Figure 3. Q-A-P Diagram (after I.U.G.S., 1973). -- Data points are from
Tables 1 and 3.
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Figure 4. Gneissic Oracle Granite Fabric.
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Oracle Granite south of the Mogul Fault (Budden, 1975, Fig. 3). These

geologic relations indicate an Older Precambrian age assignment for the

Oracle Granite, a designation that is supported by isotopic determina-

tions. Damon (1959) obtained an age of 1420 m.y. using potassium-argon

methods while Giletti and Damon (1961) derived a 1450 m.y. (biotite) age

using the rubidium-strontium method. All available evidence specifies

an Older Precambrian age for the Oracle Granite.

Sedimentary Rocks

The Younger Precambrian Apache Group (Ransome, 1904) is exposed

in the northern and northeastern portions of the study area, while meta-

morphosed correlatives are exposed along Red Ridge and the Reef of Rock

(Fig. 2). These units have been mapped in the Santa Catalina Mountains

by Erickson (1962), Creasey (1967), Creasey and Theodore (1975), Wallace

(1954), and Peirce (1958).

Pioneer Formation. Creasey (1967) subdivided the Pioneer Forma-

tion into the Scanlan Conglomerate member, middle member, and upper mem-

ber. This designation is followed here. The Scanlan Conglomerate member

is found in outcrop only in the northern and northeastern exposures of

the Pioneer Formation (Fig. 2). The Scanlan Conglomerate is the basal

member of the Pioneer Formation and is found in nonconformable contact

with the Oracle Granite within the confines of the study area. The

pebble- to cobble-sized clasts of the Scanlan Conglomerate are generally

white, well-rounded, quartz (90%), quartzite (10%), and jasper (minor

amounts). The conglomerate varies in thickness from 0 to 2 m (0 to 6.6
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ft). Where contacts are disrupted by intrusives, the Scanlan Conglomer-

ate shows a locally developed micaceous sheen in its quartzitic matrix.

The middle and upper members of the Pioneer Formation conformably

overlie the Scanlan Conglomerate member. The Scanlan Conglomerate grades

into the middle member which is a light tan, coarse-grained sandstone or

quartzite. The upper member is a thinly laminated, light colored, cross-

bedded sandstone with upper units made up of maroon to grey slates. Red

to reddish-orange iron oxide staining is common. Aggregate thickness

approaches 151 m (500 ft) (Creasey, 1967).

Southern exposures of the Pioneer Formation (Fig. 2) exhibit a

micaceous sheen and are more highly indurated quartzites. Outcrops along

Red Ridge and the east flank of the Reef of Rock are stained with dark

red to brown iron oxides and the slates of the upper member are altered

to phyllites.

Dripping Spring Quartzite. The Dripping Spring Quartzite con-

formably overlies the Pioneer Formation. The basal member is the Barnes

Conglomerate (Ransome, 1903; Creasey, 1967). The Barnes Conglomerate is

a prominent marker bed (Fig. 2) and is made up of pebble-, cobble-, and

boulder-sized clasts of well-rounded quartz, quartzite, and jasper (un-

determined percentages) in a maroon red to brown quartzite matrix. The

conglomerate averages 15 m (50 ft) in thickness in its northern exposures

in the Canada del Oro headwaters.

The middle and upper members (Creasey, 1967) of the Dripping

Spring Quartzite conformably overlie the Barnes Conglomerate member. The

middle member is a medium-grained, cross-bedded, pink to maroon
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feldspathic quartzite which is red to brown-red on weathered surfaces.

The upper member is a rust to tan quartzite with interbedded shale part-

ings. Aggregate thickness of the Dripping Spring Quartzite approaches

107 m (350 ft) (Creasey, 1967).

Nearly all the outcrops of Dripping Spring Quartzite show some

development of mica within the matrix. Exposures along Red Ridge and the

east flank of the Reef of Rock show more intense development of micaceous

minerals and a more indurated character. Peirce (1958) and Hanson (1966)

related these features to hydrothermal metamorphism.

Mescal Limestone. The Mescal Limestone is found only in the

northernmost outcrops of the study area (Fig. 2). This grey limestone is

characterized by chert lenses which are locally deformed into stringers

of chert in the limestone matrix. Aggregate thickness of the Mescal

Limestone was not measured but does not appear to exceed 6.6 m (20 ft).

The several members and formations of the Apache Group are corre-

lated on the basis of the general lithologic characteristics described.

Many of the members shown on Figure 2 have been mapped and described in

detail by earlier workers cited above. Metamorphic correlatives along

Red Ridge are not so easily distinguished and outcrops of the Barnes Con-

glomerate member and identification of the middle and upper members of

the Dripping Spring Quartzite served for local correlation.

Minor Precambrian Intrusive Rocks 

Some dikes and sills of Precambrian age cut the Oracle Granite

and Apache Group in the northern Canada del Oro headwaters (Fig. 2).

Nearly all of these dikes and sills exhibit dark brown to black color on
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fresh surfaces and generally weather to reddish-brown colors. Mesoscopic

mineralogy is generally dominated by hornblende and dark plagioclase with

the remainder of the fine-grained groundmass indistinguishable. Corre-

lation is established on the basis of continuity of outcrops from other

mapped areas (Wallace, 1954; Erickson, 1962) to the north. Similar lith-

ologic characteristics are noted in descriptions of dikes by Creasey

(1967). He states that similar diabase dikes and sills intrude all for-

mations of the Apache Group except the Barnes Conglomerate member of the

Dripping Spring Quartzite. Creasey (1967) also estimated the dilation

of section due to these dikes to be on the order of 100-200 in (330-660

ft).

Radiometric dating methods have been applied to similar dikes

and sills in the Apache Group in the Sierra Ancha Mountains (Gila County,

Arizona). Potassium-argon methods establish a 1200 m.y. age (Damon,

Livingston, and Erickson, 1962) substantiated by uranium-lead methods

(Silver, 1960). Ostensibly, these dikes and sills are products of the

same regional intrusive event occurring approximately 1200 m.y. before

the present and marking the Grand Canyon disturbance (Wilson, 1962).

A distinctive quartz-rich dacite-andesite dike as much as 20 in

(66 ft) thick, cuts the Oracle Granite west of the Canada del Oro valley

(Fig. 2). This dike is light grey on fresh surfaces, dark grey to black

on weathered surfaces, and displays a mesoscopic mineralogy of quartz,

plagioclase, and minor biotite. Microscopically, the groundmass is fine-

grained with larger phenocrysts of quartz and plagioclase (An 40-48)

dominant. The mineralogy of this dike is not correlative with the diabase
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dikes and sills described (Table 2, samples S-7-1 and C-2). Further,

this dacite-andesite dike is not observed to cut Apache Group rocks in

the Canada del Oro headwaters and is interpreted to be pre-Apache Group

in age.

Metamorphosed Paleozoic Rocks 

Paleozoic rocks crop out in the area around Marble Peak along

the crest of Oracle ridge (Sec. 18, Fig. 2). The outcrop area is less

than .65 sq km (.25 sq mi) within the study area and is approximately

5.8 sq km (2.3 sq mi) for all of the Marble Peak area. Previous workers

who have mapped and described this assemblage of rocks include Moore,

Tolman, Butler, and Hernon (1949), Peirce (1958), Wood (1963), Hanson

(1966), Braun (1969), and Creasey and Theodore (1975). It should be

noted that all correlations presented here are the work of Creasey and

Theodore (1975) as derived from their work in mapping the Bellota Ranch

quadrangle.

Boisa Quartzite

The Middle Cambrian Boisa Quartzite is the lowermost unit of the

metasedimentary rocks of Marble Peak. Mesoscopically, the mineralogy is

dominated by quartz, although individual quartz grains in this highly

indurated meta-quartzite are difficult to distinguish. Muscovite and

biotite are the minor fractions noted.

The Boisa Quartzite is cross-bedded or thin-bedded, and relict

bedding structures are preserved in this metamorphosed equivalent. Fresh

surfaces of the meta-quartzite are grey to pink, but all of the outcrops

in the Marble Peak area are stained red to red-brown by iron oxides.



Table 2. Modal Analyses (in Volume Percent) of Diabase
Dikes and Sills in the Younger Precambrian Apache
Group and a Dacite Dike in the Oracle Granite.

Samples C-1, 2, and 3 (Creasey, 1967; 3 samples from Mammoth
Quadrangle): diabase dikes and sills (An 35-50). Sample
S-7-1: dacite dike in Younger Precambrian Oracle Granite. 

Mineral C-1 C-2 C-3 S-7-1
Quartz 2 % 25

K-feldspar 11 13

Plagioclase 39 55 67 10

Biotite 5 3 16

Hornblende 48 26 8

Chlorite 8 2 11

Clinopyroxene 25

Sphene 5

Spidote 8

Opaques 8 1 3 13

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

15
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Approximate thickness was calculated as 103 m (340 ft) using trigonomet-

ric methods (Compton, 1962, P. 241) and estimated map dimensions. Creasey

(1967) described undeformed Boisa Quartzite as 92.4 m (305 ft) thick in

Nugget Canyon on the east flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains.

Abrigo Formation

The Middle-Late Cambrian Abrigo Formation conformably overlies

the Boisa Quartzite and was named by Ransome (1904), redesignated by

Shride (1961) and studied in detail by Creasey (1967). The Peppersauce

Member (fine-grained feldspathic sandstone), Southern Belle Member (cross-

bedded quartzite) and the 3-C Member (dolomite or dolomitic sandstone)

are the three members of the Abrigo Formation which Creasey specified in

Peppersauce Wash on the east flank of the Santa Catalinas. These members

have been metamorphosed to gnarly micaceous dolomitic marbles and quartz-

ites with extensive iron oxide staining throughout.

Exposures are poor and lithologies are problematic with accessory

muscovite, tremolite, and diopside developed in the dolomites. Creasey's

(1967) stratigraphic sections from Peppersauce Wash attribute a thickness

of 101.5 m (335 ft) to the 3-C Member, 9.1 in (30 ft) to the Southern

Belle Member, and 98.5 m (325 ft) to the Peppersauce Member. An esti-

mated aggregate thickness of 159 m (524 ft) was calculated using trigo-

nometric methods and approximate map measurements.

Martin Formation

The Upper Devonian Martin Formation is in apparent disconformable

contact with the underlying Abrigo Formation (Peirce, 1958). The Martin
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Formation in Nugget Canyon consists of 76.4 m (252 ft) of medium-grained

thin-bedded dolomites with an interbedded sandstone (Creasey, 1967).

The Martin Formation of Marble Peak is composed of dolomitic limestones

and metamorphosed dolomites generally grey to tan in color and brown or

whitish-brown on weathered surfaces. Mesoscopic muscovite flakes are ob-

served in the dolomite (or marblized dolomite) matrix in outcrops near

Dan's Saddle.

Few good exposures of the Martin Formation exist west of Oracle

ridge and the contact with the underlying Abrigo Formation cannot be lo-

cated precisely. Previous workers (e.g., Braun, 1969) decided not to

map the Martin Formation as a separate unit, but included it with other

Paleozoic formations. Uncertain contacts hamper the measurement of for-

mation thickness, but an estimated thickness of 79 m (260 ft) can be cal-

culated using trigonometric methods and approximate map measurements.

Escabrosa Limestone

The Lower Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone (Simmons, 1964) lies

in apparent conformity on the Martin Formation. The contact is poorly

exposed and it is not known if this section of Escabrosa Limestone is

complete. The metamorphosed Escabrosa Limestone along Oracle ridge is a

medium-grained bluish-grey marblized dolomite in lower portions and a

coarsely crystalline white to grey marble in upper portions. Some musco-

vite is observed in the outcrops which, except for the marblization, is

the most prominent evidence of metamorphism.

The metamorphosed limestones exposed along Oracle ridge are cor-

related with unaltered Escabrosa Limestone by Creasey and Theodore (1975).
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Much of this limestone was undifferentiated by previous workers (Peirce,

1958; Hanson, 1966; Braun, 1969). Creasey (1967) cites a thickness of

169 m (545 ft) for an incomplete section of Escabrosa Limestone in Nug-

get Canyon on the east flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains. An esti-

mate of aggregate thickness is calculated as 176 m (580 ft) using

trigonometric methods and approximate map measurements.

Phanerozoic Intrusive Rocks 

Introduction

The choice of names for the intrusive rocks whose descriptions

and structural interrelations follow is based on nomenclature currently

in use at The University of Arizona. Several of the rock names have .

been generalized in recent reconnaissance geologic mapping (Creasey and

Theodore, 1976; Banks, 1976). The focus of attention in this study is

on the detailed examination of the plutonic rocks and on an improved

geologic base for the establishment of temporal relationships. Addition-

al informal names are applied to rock types differentiated at the scale

of mapping used in this study, pending what will inevitably be a formal-

ization and standardization of names in the complex.

The Leatherwood Quartz Diorite

The Leatherwood quartz diorite is a medium-grained, massive to

weakly foliated intrusive body exposed in the extreme southeastern part

of the Canada del Oro headwaters (Fig. 2). This rock is medium to dark

grey on fresh surfaces and may be nearly black on weathered surfaces.

Some iron oxide staining is developed along fracture surfaces. Quartz,
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biotite, and clay-altered plagioclase comprise the observed mesoscopic

minerals. Correlation of this rock type with the central mass of the

Leatherwood quartz diorite is based on previous work by Bromfield (1952),

Peirce (1958), Dubois (1959), Pilkington (1962), Wood (1963), Hanson

(1966), Braun (1969), Budden (1975), Creasey and Theodore (1975), and

Banks (1976).

Microscopically, the Leatherwood quartz diorite is a medium-

grained rock displaying a locally foliate texture. Quartz and plagio-

clase (An 30-48) make up the majority of the phenocrysts with biotite,

hornblende, and opaques (pyrite and pyrrhotite) comprising the mafic

fractions. Potassium feldspars are both orthoclase (approximately 58%)

and microcline. Epidote pervades the matrix and individual crystals of

plagioclase. Minor fractions of chlorite are produced by the alteration

of biotite. A summary of a modal analysis is presented in Table 3,

sample S-2-1. A plot of modal mineralogy of this sample on a Q-A-P dia-

gram (Fig. 3) indicates that the Leatherwood quartz diorite is composi-

tionally a granodiorite in the headwaters region.

Hanson (1966) reported hypidiomorphic granular and xenomorphic

granular textures for the Leatherwood quartz diorite. Both of the thin

sections studied displayed xenomorphic granular textures. Plagioclase

phenocrysts are notably anhedral, fractured, and altered to epidote

(zoisite?). Approximately 50% of the biotite was shredded and one of

the thin sections displayed neomineralized biotite laths and sutured,

recrystallized quartz in a moderately developed directional fabric sim-

ilar to that reported by Hanson (1966, Fig. 6).
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Table 3. Modal Analyses (in Volume Percent) of Leatherwood Quartz Dio-
rite and Normative Analyses (in Weight Percent) of Granodiorite
Porphyry.

Samples S-2-1 and Hay (Hanson, 1966, average of 26 samples): Leatherwood
quartz diorite. Samples C-3 and C-4 (Creasey, 1967): normative analyses
of granodiorite porphyry.

Mineral Hay S-2-1 Norms C-3 C-4
Quartz 22 28 Q 19.0 20.0

K-feldspar 5 8 Or 15.0 11.1

Plagioclase 42 31 Ab 36.1 32.0

Biotite 19 18 An 10.6 21.4

Hornblende 10 5 C 2.86 .71

Epidote 1 4 En 6.5 4.7

Other 1 6 Fs 1.1

TOTAL 100 100 T 2.1 4.41

Il 1.22 1.37

Hm 1.92

Ap .34 .7

Cc 2.23 .5
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Three types of inclusions were noted in the Leatherwood quartz

diorite. One type of inclusion is weakly foliated and displays meso-

scopic biotite as the dominant mineral. A second type of inclusion is

rich in mesoscopic hornblende. A third type displays quartz, orthoclase,

and epidote in a medium-grained groundmass. These inclusions are angular

to ovate with sharp to indistinct boundaries and are distributed through-

out the Leatherwood quartz diorite as exposed in the Canada del Oro head-

waters. Hanson (1966) established anomalous mineralogies for the

inclusions with respect to the quartz diorite host rock. These inclusions

are probably xenoliths.

Penetrative foliation and lineation were not observed in the cen-

tral mass of the Leatherwood quartz diorite. Weakly developed local fo-

liation is observed (Fig. 2) and generally trends east-west to N78 °E and
dips moderately to steeply northwest. Foliation is moderately developed

in the contact zones where the Leatherwood quartz diorite intrudes the

Apache Group metasedimentary rocks and the metasedimentary rocks of

Marble Peak (Fig. 2). The Leatherwood quartz diorite/Apache Group con-

tact is poorly exposed, but where it is observed the Leatherwood quartz

diorite is moderately foliated as defined by aligned biotite. This foli-

ation is locally variable and roughly discordant to the plane of bedding.

A thin contact aureole is developed in the Dripping Spring Quartzite

exposed along the axis of Red Ridge (Fig. 2).

The Leatherwood quartz diorite intrudes the Bolsa Quartzite west

of Oracle ridge (Fig. 2). Foliation in the Leatherwood quartz diorite

is poorly defined by aligned biotite. The foliation is locally parallel

to the contact and roughly concordant to the plane of bedding in the
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Boisa Quartzite. Fractures, a micaceous sheen, and some quartz recrys-

tallization are noted in the metamorphosed Boisa Quartzite.

Various methods of radiometric age determination have been ap-

plied to the Leatherwood quartz diorite. Potassium-argon methods reveal

29.6 m.y. + 0.6 m.y. age (Damon, 1969) for this rock. Rubidium-strontium

analyses suggest a Late Cretaceous age of emplacement for the Leatherwood

quartz diorite (Budden, 1975). However, the standard deviation of an

isochron through four rubidium-strontium data points is greater than 2/3

of the age given.

A Cretaceous(?) to Mid-Tertiary age is in keeping with geologic

relationships. The Leatherwood quartz diorite is observed in intrusive

contact with Precambrian and Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks in the

Canada del Oro. Creasey and Theodore (1975) mapped the Leatherwood

quartz diorite as intruding undifferentiated Mesozoic(?) sediments in

the southeastern part of the Bellota Ranch quadrangle. The age of the

Leatherwood quartz diorite is effectively confined by geologic relation-

ships to post-Mesozoic(?). Creasey and Theodore (1975) designate the

Leatherwood a Tertiary-Cretaceous quartz diorite based in part on these

geologic relationships.

The Leatherwood quartz diorite is economically important, since

the copper mineralization at Marble Peak is believed to be related to

the emplacement of this body. Mineralization, contact metamorphism, and

the attendant hydrothermal alteration metamorphosed the Paleozoic sedi-

mentary rocks of Marble Peak (previously described) and developed a skarn-

type deposit (Wood, 1963).
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The Granodiorite Porphyry

An aphanitic-porphyritic intrusive body is exposed on the crest

and northwestern flanks of Rice Peak (Fig. 2). This body was named

granodiorite porphyry by Creasey (1967) and metadiorite by Wallace (1954).

The areal distribution of this rock is less than 5.18 sq km (2.1 sq mi);

it lies within the confines of the study area but is more widely distrib-

uted to the northwest and northeast (Budden, 1975, Fig. 3; Creasey, 1967,

Plate 1; Wallace, 1954, Plate 1). Exposures are generally poor around

Rice Peak and north of the Pinal County line (Fig. 2).

The mesoscopic mineralogy of the granodiorite porphyry is diffi-

cult to discern. Quartz, orthoclase, and plagioclase phenocrysts as

large as 2 mm are the dominant porphyritic minerals. The rock is grey

to grey-green on fresh surfaces with iron oxide stains coloring weath-

ered surfaces.

Microscopically, the groundmass of the granodiorite porphyry is

more than 50% altered. Quartz, orthoclase, and plagioclase are prevalent

in the porphyritic fraction while plagioclase, quartz, and mafic con-

stituents make up the fine-grained groundmass. Tremolite, chlorite, bio-

tite, and epidote comprise the accessory mineral fraction. Apatite,

magnetite, zircon, and rutile were reported by Creasey (1967). Modal

analyses were not completed due to the alteration observed. Normative

analyses (after Creasey, 1967) are presented in Table 3. Correlation of

the rock type observed in the study area with the granodiorite porphyry

of Creasey (1967) is based on mesoscopic mineralogy and continuity of
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outcrops from the Rice Peak area of the Mammoth quadrangle mapped by

Creasey in 1967.

Penetrative foliation and lineation were not observed in the

central mass of the granodiorite porphyry. Local northwest foliation

occurs immediately below the crest of Rice Peak (Fig. 2). In these ex-

posures, a roughly concordant dike-like apophyse of the granodiorite

porphyry apparently intruded the contact zone between the Oracle Granite

and the Scanlan Conglomerate member of the Pioneer Formation. During

emplacement, the granodiorite porphyry developed a penetrative planar

fabric roughly concordant to the contact. Aligned plagioclase laths and

aligned microlites of plagioclase and quartz are observed in thin sec-

tions from this location. The main body of the porphyry also intrudes

the Oracle Granite in the northwestern part of the headwaters region

(Fig. 2). The contact is poorly exposed and foliation is poorly devel-

oped parallel to the contacts were observed.

The granodiorite porphyry intrudes the Cretaceous(?) American

Flag Formation on the east flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains (Creasey,

1967). It is overlain by Tertiary Tinaja beds(?) (Davidson, 1973; Budden,

1975) which are probably Miocene to Pliocene in age (Davidson, 1973).

These relationships effectively confine the age of the granodiorite por-

phyry to Late Cretaceous to early Mid-Tertiary. Lead-alpha age determina-

tions on zircons from the San Manuel mine portion of the granodiorite

porphyry indicate a 97-130 m.y. age (Creasey, 1967). This substantiates

the above age assignment as derived from geologic relationships.
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The Catalina Granite

The Catalina granite (after McCullough, 1963; Budden, 1975;

Hoelle, 1976) is a large body of porphyritic quartz monzonite and is ex-

posed all along Samaniego Ridge, which forms the western boundary of the

headwaters of the Canada del Oro (Fig. 2). This pluton is a major con-

stituent of the quartz monzonite of Samaniego ridge of Creasey and

others (1976) in the Santa Catalina and Tortolita Mountains. The 13.48

sq km (5.2 sq mi) occupied by this pluton is greater than any other in-

trusive body in the headwaters. The "type" Catalina granite is recog-

nized by the dominance of large (up to 4 cm) pink orthoclase phenocrysts,

biotite, and hornblende (up to 1 cm) mafic fractions, and an abundance

of mesoscopic sphene in a medium-grained groundmass. On fresh surfaces

this rock appears grey to grey-pink in color. Brown-red to orange-red

iron oxide stains coat weathered surfaces.

Microscopically, the Catalina granite displays quartz, orthoclase,

plagioclase (An 26-32), and biotite as major mineral fractions. Accessory

minerals include sericite and/or epidote (1% total), sphene (less than

1 mm in size), and magnetite. Texture is generally hypidiomorphic

granular.

Penetrative planar fabric was not observed either microscopically

or mesoscopically. Localized schlieren of oriented biotite occur near

zones of contact with the Oracle Granite and in the extreme southwest

near a tributary of the Canada del Oro (Fig. 2). These schlieren are not

as extensive as other occurrences observed in reconnaissance outside the

headwaters or reported by other workers (Budden, 1975; Hoelle, 1976).

Penetrative mineral lineation is not observed. Measurements of feldspar
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orientations reveal a randomness of strike. Hoelle reports similar re-

sults and notes a slight northwest trend to feldspar orientations (Hoelle,

1976).

Catalina Granite Border Phases. A finer grained phase of the

Catalina granite is prevalent along contacts of the Catalina granite with

the Oracle Granite and Leatherwood quartz diorite. This finer grained

phase exhibits smaller feldspar phenocrysts (as small as 2.5 mm) and

smaller flecks of biotite in a fine-grained groundmass. Color is gener-

ally tan-grey on fresh surfaces to tan-pink on weathered surfaces. Grain

size becomes normal within a few tens of meters and is shown on Figure 2

by a hatchured line indicating a gradational relationship.

Microscopically, the border phase of the Catalina granite dis-

plays quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, and biotite as major constituents.

Accessory minerals are hornblende, sericite, and sphene. Texture is

generally hypidiomorphic granular; however, some allotriomorphic textures

are noted in some samples where feldspar crystal boundaries have been

corroded.

Correlation of this phase of the Catalina granite with the "type"

Catalina granite is based on the aforementioned gradational relationship

between the porphyritic Catalina granite and a similarity in modal min-

eralogy (Table 1). Perhaps not unexpectedly, quartz and orthoclase

percentages are higher than those in the Catalina granite (compare sam-

ples S-3-5 and S-3-2, Table 1).
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Catalina Granite Internal Phase. A fine-grained internal phase

of the Catalina granite crops out above 1782 m (5400 ft) toward the crest

of Samaniego Ridge (Fig. 2). This rock was included in the quartz mon-

zonite of Samaniego Ridge by Banks (1976). This fine-grained phase ap-

pears tan to grey on fresh surfaces and orange to pink on weathered

surfaces. Mesoscopic minerals include quartz, orthoelase, and plagio-

clase as well as biotite and sphene.

Microscopically, this fine-grained internal phase exhibits quartz,

orthoclase, plagioclase (An 26), and accessory biotite, hornblende, and

sphene. It is notable that modal mineralogy is quite similar to the

border phase (Table 1,, samples S-3-2, S-4-1, S-4-2, S-4-3) previously re-

ported. Myrmekitic and allotriomorphic textures are evidence of late

alteration. Some biotite conversion to chlorite, a wide range of plagio-

clase composition (An 18-An 32), and alteration of plagioclase to more

sodic or potassic feldspars reinforces this observation. The overall

similarity of mineralogy and these observed reactions lead to the inter-

pretation of this lithology as a phase of the Catalina granite.

Structural evidence appears to substantiate this interpretation.

The contact between the coarse-grained porphyritic Catalina granite and

this finer grained internal phase is concealed, poorly defined, or con-

fused by faulting. The few exposures of this contact show it to be a

permeated-veined intrusive contact (Compton, 1962, p. 278). Blocks of

porphyritic Catalina granite are assimilated into the finer grained mass,

i.e., contacts between the two are neither sharp not discontinuous. Along

these contacts the two rock types appear to grade into each other over a

distance of a few meters.
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Catalina Granite Correlation. The porphyritic Catalina granite

(sample S-3-5, Table 1) plots in the lower field of granite compositions

on a Q-A-P diagram (Fig. 3), close to the quartz monzonite composition

reported by belle (1976, Fig. 11). Correlation of this rock type with

the Catalina granite is based on similarities in modal mineralogy with

that reported by others (compare samples S-3-5 and JHa), mesoscopic ap-

pearance and outcrop continuity as traced from the peripheral Catalina

granite correlatives of Wallace (1954), McCullough (1963), and Hoelle

(1976).

Radiometric age determinations for the Catalina granite have made

use of several methods. Potassium-argon results indicate ages of 25

m.y. + 3 m.y., 38.5 m.y. + 3 m.y. (Damon and others, 1963) and 21.6 m.y.

to 24.7 m.y. (Creasey and others, 1976). These results are internally

consistent with fission track ages of 20.9 m.y. (apatite), 26.5 m.y.

(zircon), and 27.9 m.y. (sphene). Creasey and others (1976) relate these

ages to batholithic intrusion and intense deformation of the rocks in the

Forerange.

The results of rubidium-strontium methods are not internally con-

sistent for the Catalina granite. Published ages of 30 m.y. + 30 m.y.

(Giletti and Damon, 1961; Damon and Giletti, 1961), 90 m.y. (no error

statement) (Shakel and others, 1972), and 93 m.y. + 18 m.y. (Hoene, 1976)

illustrate the ambiguity in applying this method to the Catalina granite.

belle's (1976, Fig. 14) isochrons show a disturbing scatter of points

that makes accurate interpretation prohibitive. Such results represent

the provocation for suggesting that the emplacement and crystallization

of Catalina granite may be older than Mid-Tertiary.
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Catalina Granite Inclusions. Fine-grained porphyritic and "salt

and pepper like" mafic inclusions (Figs. 5, 6, and 7) proliferate through-

out the Catalina granite. These occur in high density swarms or scat-

tered individual ovate pods and vary in size from a centimeter to several

meters in length. Mesoscopic mineralogy is generally more mafic than

that of the host rock, with feldspar and mafic minerals dominating the

fine-grained and "salt and pepper" varieties while quartz, orthoclase,

and biotite are predominant in the porphyritic types. All three types

are locally foliated. This may be due to bedding or previous foliation

(Hoene, 1976). The variety of textures and the foliations observed lead

to the interpretation that these inclusions are xenoliths derived from

country rocks whose lithologic fabric existed prior to the assimilation

into the Catalina granite.

Contact Relationships. The Catalina granite intrudes the Oracle

Granite along the central Canada del Oro valley (Fig. 2). The contact is

a chilled intrusive contact between the border phase of the Catalina

granite and the porphyritic Oracle Granite (Figs. 8 and 9). Local schlie-

ren of biotite are developed in the Catalina granite within a few meters

of the contact. Other foliation in the border phase is only locally de-

veloped (Fig. 2). The Oracle Granite is locally sheared along small dis-

placement surfaces parallel to the intrusive contact. Similar displacement

planes occur as shear surfaces in the Catalina granite (Fig. 10). These

shear surfaces are parallel (approximately N30 °W) or orthogonal (approxi-

mately N60 °E) to the regional trend of the contact zone. Local foliation
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Figure 5. Fine-grained Inclusion in Catalina Granite.
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Figure 6. Porphyritic Inclusion in Catalina Granite.
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Figure 7. "Salt and Pepper Like" Inclusion in Catalina Granite.



Figure 8. Contact of the Catalina Granite and Oracle Granite, Northern
Exposure.

Figure 9. Contact of the Catalina Granite and Oracle Granite, Southern
Exposure.
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Figure 10. Shear Zones in the Border Phase of the Catalina Granite.
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is developed along these shear surfaces while some fabric elements such

as phenocrysts and inclusions are deformed.

The Catalina granite intrudes the Leatherwood quartz diorite in

the southern part of the Canada del Oro (Fig. 2). Much of the contact

is concealed or confused by faulting but finer grained border phases of

the Catalina granite are observed in contact with and intruding apophyses

into the Leatherwood quartz diorite (Fig. 11). Coarser grained apophyses

of the Catalina granite intrude the Leatherwood quartz diorite approxi-

mately 20 m south of the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 2). Large, 5 m long blocks

of the Leatherwood quartz diorite are assimilated into the Catalina gran-

ite approximately 150 m southwest of the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 12). Due

to the concealed nature of the interface between the Leatherwood quartz

diorite and the Catalina granite, much of the contact is noted as in-

ferred (Fig. 2). The apophyses of Catalina granite, the observed con-

tact of finer grained phases, and the occurrence of Leatherwood quartz

diorite xenoliths in the Catalina granite serve to substantiate the in-

ference that the Catalina granite intrudes the Leatherwood quartz diorite.

The Reef of Rock Granite

The Reef of Rock granite is a spine-like ridge trending north

from Mt. Lemmon (Fig. 13) (Budden, 1975, Fig. 3). The rock comprising

the main body and periphery of this ridge is a separate distinct rock

type and is herein informally named the Reef of Rock granite. This gran-

ite was included in the quartz monzonite of Samaniego ridge by Banks

(1976) and Creasey (1976).
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Figure 11. Catalina Granite Apophyses in the Leatherwood Quartz
Diorite.
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Figure 12. Large Leatherwood Quartz Diorite Blocks in the Catalina

Granite.
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Figure 13. Reef of Rock Ridge. -- Mt. Letumon is to the south (left),
the central Canada del Oro valley is to the north (right).
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Mesoscopically, the Reef of Rock granite does not bear a strong

resemblance to the biotite-hornblende quartz monzonitic Catalina granite

exposed along Samaniego ridge, nor does it bear a strong resemblance to

the finer grained phases of that body. The Reef of Rock granite is a

medium-grained, light colored rock in which quartz, orthoclase, and

plagioclase dominate the mesoscopic groundmass. It is notable that mafic

constituents do not appear to constitute more than 10% of the rock in any

of the outcrops observed. This is in contrast to the Catalina granite,

in which biotite and hornblende as well as mesoscopic sphene account for

as much as 25% of the medium-grained matrix.

Microscopically, the Reef of Rock granite displays quartz, ortho-

clase, and plagioclase (An 25) as dominant minerals. Biotite occupies

less than 5% of the volume percentage with opaques making up the remain-

der of the accessory mafic fraction. Modal analysis data (Table 1) plot

on a Q-A-P diagram in the granite field (Fig. 3). From this plot and

from comparison of analyses in Table 1, the Reef of Rock granite is des-

ignated as separate and distinct from the Catalina granite.

Contact relationships bear out this distinction. The Reef of

Rock granite intrudes the Leatherwood quartz diorite east of Reef of Rock

ridge (Fig. 2) and intrudes the Catalina granite east, north, and west of

the ridge (Fig. 2). Xenoliths of Catalina granite (Fig. 14) and Leather-

wood quartz diorite are found in the Reef of Rock granite near the con-

tacts. These contacts are sharp and distinct (Fig. 15) and do not show

gradational or veined relationships. The only foliation in the Reef of

Rock granite is observed along the contacts. The central body of this



Figure 14. Catalina Granite Block in Reef of Rock Granite. -- The block
is outlined and hammer (circle) shows scale.
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Figure 15. Contact of the Reef of Rock Granite and the Catalina
Granite. -- Photo looking north. Reef of Rock granite is
on the left, Catalina granite is on the right.
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granite is not deformed by foliation or lineation. Weak cataclastic fo-

liation is developed in the Catalina granite on the west flank of the

Reef of Rock (Fig. 2) and similar weaker foliation in the Leatherwood

quartz diorite. This foliation parallels the intrusive contacts.

Inclusions are prevalent but not restricted to the contact zones

of the Reef of Rock granite. Fine-grained mafic inclusions and fine-

grained quartz, plagioclase, and biotite-rich inclusions are the two

types observed. These ovate inclusions vary in size from a centimeter

to ten centimeters. Inclusions in the Reef of Rock granite were not

studied microscopically. Mesoscopic mineralogy is correlative with the

quartz (40%), plagioclase (40%), and biotite (20%) reported by Peirce

(1958). Radiometric age determinations have not been completed on the

Reef of Rock granite. A Tertiary age for the Reef of Rock granite was

assigned by Budden (1975). This is consistent with the observed contact

relationships.

Minor Phanerozoic Intrusive Rocks 

Leatherwood Quartz Diorite Dikes

Aplite-alaskite dikes occur along the contact zones and within

the central body of the Leatherwood quartz diorite (Fig. 2). Quartz,

orthoclase, and disseminated biotite are dominant mesoscopic minerals in

these dikes. The aphte dikes vary in thickness from 3 cm to approxi-

mately 35 cm.

Two mafic dikes occur in the metasedimentary Martin Limestone be-

low the crest of Oracle Ridge. The mineralogy of these small (less than

50 m) dikes is undetermined but they are thought to be similar to
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lamprophyric dikes in the upper limestones of Marble Peak (Hanson, 1966).

Pegmatites are not abundant in this portion of the Leatherwood quartz

diorite.

Granodiorite Porphyry Dikes

Dikes are sparse within the outcrop area of the granodiorite

porphyry. Some apophyses of the granodiorite porphyry were observed ori-

ginating in the central body of the porphyry and intruding the metasedi-

mentary rocks west of Rice Peak (Fig. 2). Mesoscopic mineralogy of these

dikes was impossible to determine due to the extremely fine grain size

and pervasive alteration.

Catalina Granite Dikes

Several types of dikes cut the Catalina granite in the headwaters

region of the Canada del Oro. Aphtes (Fig. 16) are distributed through-

out the pluton and generally follow joint trends. These dikes are as

small as 1 cm and as large as 2 m thick. They are characteristically

saccharoidal in texture and light tan in color with quartz and orthoclase

the dominant mesoscopic minerals. Minor mafic constituents darken the

edges of many of the aphtes observed.

Porphyritic quartz-latite dikes crop out in the southern portion

of the Catalina granite exposed in the study area. These dikes are tan

to chocolate brown in color and contain phenocrysts of quartz and ortho-

clase in an aphanitic groundmass. Thickness of these quartz-latite

dikes averages 10 cm and is not observed to exceed 25 cm. These dikes

generally follow joint trends in the Catalina granite.
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Figure 16. Aphte Dikes in Catalina Granite.
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Radiometric age determinations using rubidium-strontium methods

were applied to aphte dikes in the Catalina granite (Hoelle, 1976).

The isotopic isochron for aphte dikes (Hoene, 1976, Fig. 14) is based

on only three points and defines an age of 19.6 m.y. + 4.0 m.y. Hoelle

(1976) stated that this appeared to be too young an age, since it pre-

cludes the dikes being associated with the intrusion of the Catalina

granite and cannot be related to the 26 m.y. thermal event revealed in

potassium-argon ages.

Reef of Rock Granite Dikes

Fine-grained dikes cut the outer portions of the Reef of Rock

granite. These dikes are generally brown to tan in color and are domi-

nated by quartz and orthoclase phenocrysts in a fine-grained matrix.

Notably, biotite occurs in bands on the edges of these dikes. Mesoscopic

mineralogy is similar to the granite host rock and some of these dikes

can be observed to originate in the central body of the granite. Thick-

nesses were not observed to exceed 30 cm (12 in).

Dikes of aplitic composition occur along the contacts where the

Reef of Rock granite intrudes Leatherwood quartz diorite and Catalina

granite. These dikes are generally saccharoidal in texture, display some

phenocrysts of quartz, and are low in mafic constituents. These dikes do

not exceed 20 cm (8 in) in thickness.

Rhyolite Porphyry Dikes

A large porphyritic rhyolite dike cuts the western edge of the

Apache Group metasedimentary rocks in the northern part of the study area
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(Fig. 2). This dike is characterized by .25 cm (.1 in) quartz pheno-

crysts in a tan to white very fine grained aphanitic matrix. This dike

is approximately 20 m (66 ft) thick at maximum. Thinner 5-50 cm (2-20

in) dikes of similar mineralogy intrude the Oracle Granite and the Cata-

lina granite. A tentative correlation of the porphyritic rhyolite dikes

in the Catalina granite and the Oracle Granite with the larger dike in

the Apache Group metasedimentary rocks seems valid based on uniform

mesoscopic appearance.

The age of the rhyolite porphyry is unknown (Wallace, 1954). The

rhyolite porphyry dikes intrude the Tertiary(?) Catalina granite and, in

places, cut aphtes in that body. The rhyolite porphyry is at least post-

Catalina granite and is tentatively assigned a Tertiary age (Fig. 2).

Pervasive alteration precludes potassium-argon age determinations for

these dikes.



GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE

The Santa Catalina Mountain mass may be divided into two struc-

tural domains along the Geeseman Fault, one of the major structures in

the Canada del Oro headwaters. South of this fault moderately dipping

northwest- to northeast-trending lineated gneisses form the southern ex-

tent of the mountain mass known as the Forerange. Large wavelength,

large amplitude antiforms and synforms deform the rocks in the Forerange.

A prominent low-angle displacement surface, termed the Catalina fault,

forms the southern boundary of the mountain range. This structure sepa-

rates Tertiary sedimentary rocks of the basin margins from the quartzo-

feldspathic gneisses of the Forerange.

Large faults with displacements of up to 1500 m (5000 ft) (Budden,

1975) have greatly influenced eastern, western, and northern portions of

the range. The northern boundary of the Santa Catalina Mountains is the

Mogul Fault which separates the Oracle Granite from terrains composed of

schistose and sedimentary rocks to the south. The movement on this fault

is complex with an apparent 16 km (10 mi) of dextral strike slip and

1000 in (3300 ft) of dip slip, down-to-the-south displacement (Budden,

1975).

The rocks of the eastern flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains

are complexly faulted and displaced vertically by the intrusion of the

granodiorite porphyry (Creasey, 1967; Creasey and Theodore, 1975). The

western flank is bounded by the Pirate Fault (Wallace, 1954). Budden

(1975) completed a gravity profile across the Canada del Oro basin
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between the Santa Catalina Mountains and Tortolita Mountains to the west.

These data indicate a minimum dip-slip displacement of 1500 m (5000 ft),

probably Basin and Range movement (Budden, 1975).

The central mass of the Santa Catalina Mountains is dominated by

plutonic rocks. Comparatively small-scale (less than 150 m in amplitude)

recumbent folds are developed where the Apache Group metasedimentary rocks

are intruded by the Leatherwood quartz diorite near the summits of Mt.

Lemmon and Mt. Bigelow and in the Bear Wallow area (Waag, 1968). Smaller

scale structures also occur in folded metasedimentary rocks near the

upper extent of Cargadero Canyon and near Summerhaven (Budden, 1975, Fig.

3; Banks, 1976). Large- and small-scale structures occur in the Marble

Peak region and the Canada del Oro headwaters.

Structure of the 
Canada del Oro Headwaters 

Structures in the plutonic rocks of the Canada del Oro headwaters

can be subdivided into internal structures of the plutons (to include:

foliation, lineation, structures related to contacts and joints), large-

scale faults (greater than 100 m displacement), and large-scale folds

(wavelengths greater than 150 m). Poor exposures and the monolithologic

Character of the plutons tend to limit the observation of structural

characteristics. However, the structures of the mantling sedimentary

rocks, contact zones, and the plutonic bodies aid the resolution of the

structural history of the headwaters region.
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Internal Structures of the Plutons 

Oracle Granite

The Oracle Granite in the Canada del Oro headwaters region dis-

plays a local planar fabric that is gneissic in some exposures (Fig. 4).

This fabric is manifested in aligned biotite and feldspars with local

granulation of quartz and feldspar. Feldspars are rounded and somewhat

elongate in the more gneissic exposures (Fig. 17). Lower-hemisphere

equal-area stereonet plots display an average strike of foliation of

N60°E generally dipping at high angles to the northwest and southeast
(Fig. 18). Localized schlieren and minor shear zones occur in the in-

terior of the granite in the southeast portion of the study area (Fig. 2).

Foliated xenoliths occur throughout the Oracle Granite and are generally

parallel to the N60 °E planar fabric.
Mineral lineation is locally observed in the Oracle Granite.

This lineation is defined by linearly aligned feldspar phenocrysts. A

lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plot of the long axes of the feld-

spars (Fig. 19) shows the southwest trend and plunge of this fabric

element.

The Oracle Granite is deformed along minor planes of shear where

it is intruded by the Catalina granite and Reef of Rock granite.' Weak

foliation along these shear zones is defined by alignment of feldspars

and biotite. Minor displacement along these shear planes produced frac-

tured feldspars and granulated feldspars and quartz. These shear zones

are roughly parallel to the N30 °W trend of the Catalina granite/Oracle
Granite contact and are not observed 60 m (198 ft) away from the
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Figure 17. Local Exposure of Gneissic Oracle Granite.
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Figure 18. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Poles to Foli-
ation in the Oracle Granite.
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Figure 19. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Mineral Linea-
tion in the Oracle Granite.
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interface between the two rock types. The fabric of the Oracle Granite

is relatively undeformed by the intrusion of a small body of the Reef of

Rock granite north of the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 2). Shear zones around

this small intrusion are generally short and randomly oriented. Cata-

clasis, as defined by intensely fractured feldspars and rolled quartz,

is generally confined to the shear zones within a few tens of meters of

the contact between the Oracle Granite and the Catalina granite.

The Oracle Granite displays diverse joint patterns as shown in

lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plots of poles to joints (Fig. 20).

Rough northeast and northwest trends are discerned, but the apparently

preferred orientations are not well defined. The northeast and north-

west trends noted correspond to the joint patterns in the Oracle Granite

reported by Bannerjee (1957).

Leatherwood Quartz Diorite

The Leatherwood quartz diorite is weakly foliated in its central

portions and moderately foliated along its contacts. The foliation is

defined by mesoscopically observed preferred biotite orientation in the

groundmass of the rock. Microscopic observations reveal alignment of

biotite and a xenomorphic granular texture for feldspar phenocrysts.

The foliation in the central portion of the Leatherwood quartz diorite

exposed in the headwaters region generally strikes northeast to east-west

and dips moderately to the northwest and north (Fig. 2). Contact zone

foliation in the Leatherwood quartz diorite generally parallels the plane

of the contacts where it intrudes Apache Group and Paleozoic metasedi-

mentary rocks (Fig. 2). This foliation is also defined by a preferred
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biotite orientation (generally northeast) and decreases in intensity

within a few tens of meters of distance from the wall rocks. No mineral

lineation was observed in the structural fabric of the Leatherwood quartz

diorite.

Inclusions in the Leatherwood quartz diorite are generally ori-

ented N48°E to east-west. The orientations of only 17 inclusions were
measured, but these measurements (Fig. 2) are comparable to those reported

by Hanson (1966). The trend of the inclusions is generally weakly dis-

cordant to foliation where observed.

Twenty joint orientations collected from the Leatherwood quartz

diorite show northwest and north trends near the Geeseman Fault. Joints

in the interior of the quartz diorite are subparallel to the northeast

foliation with some north-south orientations noted (Fig. 2).

Granodiorite Porphyry

The granodiorite porphyry is generally unfoliated in the Canada

del Oro headwaters. A penetrative northwest-trending cataclastic foli-

ation is developed where the granodiorite intrudes Apache Group rocks and

Oracle Granite in section 6 below Oracle ridge (Fig. 2). In this area a

north-south oriented dike-like extension of the granodiorite porphyry

(previously described) has developed a well defined foliation along the

contact with wall rocks. Microscopic studies of this rock reveal a well-

developed directional fabric, new crystallization of biotite and quartz

within the fabric, and deformation of quartz phenocrysts in an extremely

fine-grained groundmass. The granodiorite porphyry from this location is
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classified as a mylonite schist (Higgins, 1971) based on the above char-

acteristics. No lineation was observed. Joint data were not collected

for this intrusion.

Catalina Granite

The Catalina granite is generally massive in appearance and dis-

plays significant foliation only in localized schlieren along its intru-

sive borders (Fig. 2). These schlieren are primary structures defined

by aligned aggregations of biotite in thin bands generally oriented N30

N30°W, parallel to the Catalina granite/Oracle Granite contact. Other
primary penetrative foliation related to intrusion are not developed.

Measurements of feldspar orientations confirm Hoelle's (1976) conclusion

that the phenocrysts do not display marked orientation. Hoelle's data

show a weak alignment in a northwest trend but no major foliation devel-

opment. In contrast, foliated Catalina granite occurs in the southwestern

part of Cargadero Canyon (McCullough, 1963) and in the central Tortolita

Mountains. Penetrative lineation was not observed in the Catalina gran-

ite exposed in the headwaters region.

Secondary cataclastic foliation is developed in the fine-grained

border phase of the Catalina granite. This foliation is developed as a

result of movement on surfaces of minor displacement oriented parallel

and orthogonal to the Catalina granite/Oracle Granite contact (previously

described). The planes of shear along these zones generally strike

N26-34 °W and N47-68 °E. Cataclastic foliation along these planes is evi-
denced in fractured feldspar phenocrysts and aligned biotite Some of

these shear planes offset inclusions (Fig. 21) and minor f3brio features



Figure 21. Offset Inclusion in Catalina Granite Border Phase. -- The
plane of shear is oriented N58 °E. Note the sinistral sense
of separation of the inclusion. Hammer shows scale.
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such as feldspar phenocrysts. The sense of separation is sinistral

strike-slip along N30 °W planes (Fig. 21) and dextral strike-slip along
N60°E oriented planes of shear.

The many inclusions in the Catalina granite are a primary struc-

tural element whose geometry is directly related to the emplacement of

the intrusive body. Lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plots of the

orientations of elongate inclusions (Fig. 22) show a major northwest

trend and a minor northeast trend. The majority of inclusions appear

oriented vertically or near vertically in the host rock. Minor north to

northeast trends are also noted in the central body of the Catalina gran-

ite west of the Canada del Oro valley (Fig. 2).

Joints in the Catalina granite are well-developed and are gener-

ally distinctly planar surfaces with long 10-20 m (33-66 ft) traces. Ap-

proximately 30% of the joints observed contain dikes. A lower-hemisphere

equal-area stereonet plot of joint data (Fig. 23) displays two preferred

trends. The major joint set is oriented approximately N52 o
E while a

subordinate set trends N27 °W. These orientations are roughly parallel
to the previously described shear planes along the contacts of the Cata-

lina granite.

Reef of Rock Granite

Foliate fabric in the Reef of Rock granite within the headwaters

region is generally confined to the borders and the contact zones of the

intrusion (Fig. 2). No penetrative foliation was observed in the cen-

tral body of the Reef. The border foliation is locally defined by

aligned biotite flakes or weak alignment of feldspar phenocrysts.
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of Elongate Inclusions in the Catalina Granite.
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Feldspars and quartz phenocrysts are locally fractured where the Reef of

Rock granite intrudes the Oracle Granite, Leatherwood quartz diorite,

and Catalina granite.

Local zones of shear occur along the contacts of the Reef of

Rock granite with wall rocks. These zones are planes of minor displace-

ment along which feldspar phenocryst granulation is more intense pro-

ducing smaller grain sizes in the groundmass. The planes of shear vary

in orientation from north-south to N15 °W with some minor shear along
N80°E-trending planes. Absolute movement directions (i.e., slip) could
not be determined along these planes; however, feldspar phenocryst off-

sets along N15
o
W planes appear to show dextral strike-slip separation.

Inclusions within the Reef of Rock granite display weak north-

northwest trends. Most of these inclusions appear vertically oriented

and a few exhibited dips inclined in toward the central mass of the Reef

of Rock.

Joints in the Reef of Rock granite are well-developed, long

planar surfaces. A lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plot of joint

data (Fig. 24) displays three preferred trends. A major joint set is

oriented approximately N12-23 °W and subordinate set trend N25 °E and

(shallow dipping) N60 °E to east-west, respectively.

Large-Scale Faults 

Geeseman Fault

The dominant structure of the Canada del Oro headwaters region

is the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 1). Moore and others (1949) and Peirce (1958)
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were the first to map and describe this fault. The work of Hanson

(1966), Braun (1969), Creasey and Theodore (1975), and Banks (1976) has

added to and extended the amount of available information related to

the Geeseman Fault.

The Geeseman Fault divides the Santa Catalina Mountains into two

structural domains. South of this fault, the rocks generally show in-

tense deformation and metamorphism. North of this fault, the rocks span

Precambrian to Holocene time and record a less intense deformational his-

tory. Peirce (1958) notes this change by citing low-grade hydrothermal

metamorphism and preserved depositional contacts north of the Geeseman

Fault, while severely disrupted metasedimentary rocks and relatively high

amphibolite facies metamorphism occurred to the south. Except for the

planar fabric noted for the Oracle Granite, this generalization holds

true for the area under consideration.

The cumulative separation along the Geeseman Fault is approxi-

mately 909 m (3000 ft) based solely on displacement, south block down, of

the metasedimentary rocks of Marble Peak (Peirce, 1958; Budden, 1975).

Moore and others (1949) presumed post-Paleozoic, pre-Cretaceous(?) move-

ment along the fault zone based on an unconformity between Cretaceous(?)

American Flag Formation and Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone on the

northeast flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains. Creasey and Theodore

(1975) mapped the Geeseman Fault as deforming the Tertiary-Cretaceous

granodiorite porphyry east of Dan's Saddle. They also mapped the fault

as overlain by Quaternary-Tertiary sedimentary rocks which Budden (1975)

tentatively correlated with the Miocene-Pliocene Tinaja beds (Davidson

1973).
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The Geeseman Fault is best described as a series of fault sur-

faces roughly paralleling a single trend across the Canada del Oro head-

waters (Fig. 2). This trend varies in strike from east-west to N60 °W
and the various fault surfaces dip from 40 to 84 0 south or southwest.

Evidence for deformation occurs in a zone as much as 100 m (330 ft) wide

along the fault trend. This evidence includes sheared foliate rock fab-

ric exhibiting granulated feldspars, rolled quartz, shredded biotite,

and well-developed planar fabric generally striking east-west to N72 °W
and dipping 56 to 72 ° south or southwest, sympathetic to the plane of the
fault. Brecciation, development of clay minerals, and disrupted metasedi-

mentary strata occur on the periphery of the fault.

Oracle Granite and Catalina granite are deformed in the footwall

of the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 2; Budden, 1975, Fig. 3). The metasedimentary

rocks of Marble Peak (previously described), Leatherwood quartz diorite,

and Catalina granite are deformed in the hanging wall of the Geeseman

Fault (Fig. 2; Creasey and Theodore, 1975; Budden, 1975, Fig. 3; Banks,

1976). Direct evidence for faulting is displayed in slickenside linea-

tion, mylonization (schistosity) (Fig. 25), and minor folding in these

lithologies. These features aid the discernment of the kinematic history

- of the Geeseman Fault.

Slickenside Lineation

Slickenside striae occur along the several movement planes that

make up the Geeseman Fault (Fig. 2). These lineations are generally

well-developed in the Oracle Granite, peripherally deformed Abrigo For-

mation metasedimentary rocks, and the Catalina granite. Figure 26 is a



Figure 25. Mylonization Zone along a Subordinate Plane of Movement of
the Geeseman Fault. -- Zone of mylonization is in Oracle
Granite north of the main fault trace.
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FAULT SUR FACE

Figure 26. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Slickenside
Lineations along the Geeseman Fault. -- Lined portion repre-
sents the fault surface which varies in dip from 40 to 84 °SW.
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lower-hemisphere stereonet plot of lineations measured along the fault

surface. It should be noted that the fault surface varies in strike and

dip and that the stereonet in Figure 27 presents a major trend (N75 °W)
and the range of dips (40-84°SW) along which slickenside data were col-

lected. A major concentration of data points occurs in the southwest

quadrant of Figure 26. These lineations plunge at moderate to steep

angles to the south and west (62°S 39 °W mean). A minor concentration of
points Occurs in the southeast quadrant of Figure 26. These lineations

were measured along the eastern extent of the fault trend in the head-

waters region and plunge at notably low angles to the east and southeast

(31°S 59°E mean).

Cataclastic Deformation

Cataclastic deformation is observed in the Oracle Granite, Cata-

lina granite, and Abrigo Formation(?) where deformed along the plane of

the Geeseman Fault. Mesoscopic directional fabric roughly parallels the

N75 °W regional trend of the fault in all three lithologies. The Oracle
Granite exhibits a local planar schistose structure in which biotite

alignment, extremely augened feldspars, and granulated quartz are char-

acteristic. Feldspar phenocrysts average 5 mm in size and were not ob-

served to be larger than 7 mm, in marked textural contrast to normal

sizes of 1.5-3.0 cm phenocrysts noted in earlier descriptions of the

Oracle Granite.

Microscopically, the deformed Oracle Granite exhibits extremely

fractured quartz, recrystallized biotite and xenoblastic granular ortho-

clase and plagioclase (Fig. 27). The microscopic directional fabric is



Figure 27. Photomicrograph of Oracle Granite Deformed by the Geeseman
Fault.
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defined by fine-grained biotite and sutured recrystallized quartz. Frac-

tures in orthoclase and plagioclase show recrystallized quartz and bio-

tite intergrowths overprinting the original feldspar fabric. This

deformed Oracle Granite exhibits fluxion structure, mechanical deforma-

tion of fabric elements, and recrystallization, all of which are indica-

tive of cataclastic deformation (Higgins, 1971). The Oracle Granite

deformed in the footwall of the Geeseman Fault is best classed as a my-

lonite gneiss because new mineral development is not predominant over

recrystallization (Higgins, 1971).

Deformed Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks are in intru-

sive contact with the Leatherwood quartz diorite to the south (Fig. 2)

and are sheared in the hanging wall of the Geeseman Fault. The mesoscopic

directional fabric is defined by fine-grained biotite and quartz. Foli-

ation locally parallels the N75 o
W trend of the Geeseman Fault, but the

general range in foliation trend is N50°E to N87°E.

Microscopically, the directional fabric of the deformed Abrigo

Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks is defined by quartz, orthoclase, and

biotite (Fig. 28). Quartz in the matrix is generally fine-grained and

sutured where it occurs in large porphyroclasts. Aligned biotite, ortho-

clase, and linearly deformed opaque mineral fractions define the penetra-

tive microscopic fabric. Minor mineral fractions include sillimanite and

garnet. The Abrigo Formation(?) deformed in the hanging wall of the

Geeseman Fault is best termed a mylonite schist or phylonite, since re-

crystallization appears more prevalent than new mineral development

(Higgins, 1971).
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Figure 28. Photomicrograph of Abrigo Formation(?) Deformed by the

Geeseman Fault.
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Minor Folds

Minor folds occur in schistose Leatherwood quartz diorite and

marblized Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks along the major

trend of the Geeseman Fault. These folds are deformed about northeast-

or southeast-trending axes. Although not entirely uniform, this bimodal

distribution is noted in the assemblage of data collected and is retained

here for purposes of reference in discussing fold form, geometry, and

kinematics. The northeast- and southeast-trending folds are observed

only in the hanging wall rocks of the Geeseman Fault. Similar structures

are not developed in any of the rocks deformed peripherally by the Geese-

man Fault. On this basis, these minor folds are interpreted as drag folds

genetically related to movements along the Geeseman Fault.

Folds deformed about southeast-trending axes occur in Abrigo For-

mation(?) metasedimentary rocks in the hanging wall of the Geeseman Fault

(Fig. 2). Foliation in the Abrigo Formation(?) generally strikes north-

east to east-west (N65 °E mean) and dips southeast (70 0 mean). The south-

east axis folds occur in groups of pod-shaped bodies bounded by planes of

N68°W 64°SW (mean) striated shear surfaces parallel or subparallel to the
general fault trend (Fig. 29).

Mesoscopic dimensions of the southeast axis fold set vary from

.7 cm (.21 in) to 6 cm (2.36 in) in fold height and .5 cm (.2 in) to 4.5

cm (1.77 in) in fold width (Hansen, 1971). Fold height/width ratios vary

from .73 to 1.33 illustrating the variability of fold style. The

southeast-trending folds are generally low ratio, close (Fleuty, 1964),

curviplanar to irregular (Turner and Weiss, 1963) folds (Fig. 29). Most



Figure 29. Southeast-trending Folds in Abrigo Formation(?) Deformed

by the Geeseman Fault.
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of these folds are asymmetric. The sense of rotational asymmetry is

shown in Figure 29 and is illustrated by the semicircular arrows about

the plots of fold axes in lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plots

(Fig. 30; after Hansen, 1971, p. 21). For folds with southeast axes, the

sense of rotational asymmetry is generally counterclockwise.

More than 50% of the folds deformed about southeast-plunging axes

show some hinge zone thickening and thinning of the limbs (Fig. 31). The

distortion in the limb geometry of these folds is indicative of high duc-

tility and a flexural flow style of fold formation (Donath and Parker,

1964). The Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks deformed by these

folds was apparently highly ductile at the time of deformation.

Folds deformed about northeast-trending axes occur in the

northeast-striking foliation of the Abrigo Formation(?) hanging wall

rocks along the trend of the Geeseman Fault. Mesoscopic dimensions of

these folds vary from approximately 3 cm (1.18 in) to 13 cm (5.1 in) in

fold height and 3 cm (1.18 in) to 7 cm (2.75 in) in fold width (Hansen,

1971). Fold height/width ratios vary from approximately 1 to 3.7, high

ratio types being nearly isoclinal. The northeast axis folds are gener-

ally close (Fleuty, 1964) with interlimb angles as low as 13 ° for the
folds approaching isoclinal form. In general, the northeast axis fold

set is cylindroidal to curviplanar (Turner and Weiss, 1963) folds (Fig.

32) in contrast to the irregular southeast axis folds (Fig. 31).

Most of the folds deformed about northeast-trending axes are

asymmetric. The sense of rotational asymmetry is shown in Figure 32 and

is noted by the semicircular arrows about the plots of fold axes in



Figure 30. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Northeast and
Southeast Fold Axes. -- Semicircular arrows denote the sense
of rotational asymmetry of the folds. Enclosed circles denote
symmetric folds.
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Figure 31. Southeast-trending Folds in Abrigo Formation(?) Illustrat-
ing Irregular Fold Style.
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Figure 32. Northeast-trending Fold in Abrigo Formation(?) Deformed by
the Geeseman Fault.
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lower-hemisphere equal-area stereonet plots (Fig. 30; after Hansen, 1971,

p. 21). For northeast-trending folds, the sense of rotational asymmetry

is generally clockwise.

Several of the northeast-trending folds are tight (Fleuty, 1964)

and approach isoclinal form. Some hinge zone thickening may develop in

these folds but none display penetrative slip planes. This element of

flow into the hinge zone is evidence of a flexural flow mode of forma-

tion. But apparent maintenance of laminae thickness indicates a flexural-

slip mechanism utilizing foliation surfaces for fold formation (Donath

and Parker, 1964). These folds appear to have formed in rocks in a less

ductile state than the irregular southeast-trending folds.

Analysis

The small-scale structures developed about the Geeseman Fault

indicate two phases of motion along the fault plane. A phase of sinis-

tral strike-slip motion is indicated by left lateral offsets of the

Oracle Granite/Catalina granite contact (Fig. 2) and shallow plunging

slickensides on the hanging wall of the fault. The northeast-trending

foliation in the Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks can be re-

lated to compositional layering which was sheared during strike-slip

motion. Under the influence of a left lateral shear couple (Fig. 33)

this foliation became oriented northeast and extensively folded during

an apparent high ductility phase, into asymmetric, southeast-trending

flexural flow folds (Figs. 31 and 33). These fold axes allow a solution

for the kinematics of movement along the fault. A great circle that fits

the average trend of the fold axes is drawn (Fig. 34) using least squares
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Figure 33. Schematic Diagram of Foliation Development during Strike-slip
Movement of the Geeseman Fault. -- Under the influence of a
left lateral shear couple (arrows) the compositional layering

of the Abrigo Formation(?) is sheared, oriented northeast and
folded along the major trace of the Geeseman Fault.



Figure 34. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Southeast-
trending Folds Showing "Best Fit" Circle for all Axes. --
The point noted as "A" is the derived direction of major
tectonic transport.
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statistical methods (Ramsey, 1967). Assuming orthogonal fabric axes, the

"a" direction (direction of tectonic transport) may be derived by plot-

ting a point on the great circle 90° from the fold axes (Fig. 34).
The great circle for the southeast-trending fold axes and the

average trend of the fault surface are in close correspondence. The de-

rived slip-line orientation (direction of tectonic transport) (Fig. 34)

correlates well with slickenside orientations (Fig. 27). This evidence

and the counterclockwise asymmetry of southeast axis folds indicates a

major component of sinistral strike-slip motion from east to west.

Reconnaissance of the eastern trace of the Geeseman Fault

(Creasey and Theodore, 1975) indicates that the sense of displacement

changes to reverse slip approximately 3.2 km (1.9 mi) east of Dan's Sad-

dle. This change is indicated by a reversal of fold asymmetry, minor re-

verse slip deformation in Pioneer Formation metasedimentary rocks (Fig.

35), and movement of Mississippian Escabrosa and Permian Naco Group lime-

stones in the south block over Pioneer Formation and granodiorite por-

phyry in the north (Fig. 36). This change in the sense of displacement

could be accounted for by some secondary reverse slip movement during

strike-slip deformation.

A later phase of dip-slip motion is indicated by several lines of

evidence derived from minor structures along the fault zone. The limbs

of southeast-trending folds are cut off by northwest-trending shear sur-

faces that are striated by steeply southwest-plunging dip-slip slicken-

sides (Fig. 29). Thus, a later dip-slip motion truncated strike-slip

structures formed along the major trace of the Geeseman Fault. The



Figure 35. Minor Reverse Slip Deformation in Pion-er Formation Meta-
sedimentary Rocks along the Eastern Trace of the Geeseman
Fault.
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Figure 36. Mississippian Escabrosa and Permian Naco Group Limestone
Thrust over Pioneer Formation along the Eastern Trace of

the Geeseman Fault.
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southeast-trending folds exist in pods along the major fault trace and

were preserved during dip-slip motion.

Northeast-trending folds can be related to this dip-slip movement.

The clockwise sense of rotational asymmetry substantiates a dip-slip mo-

tion, south block down (Fig. 32). Further, these northeast-trending folds

occur outside the pods of southeast-trending folds and do not appear to

form interference structures. A solution for the slip-line orientation

(direction of major tectonic transport) may be derived for northeast-

trending folds (Fig. 37). A statistical best fit great circle is plotted

for the solution. A point 90 0 away from the fold axes represents the

direction of major dip-slip movement along the fault. A close corre-

spondence of this orientation and the mean slickenside orientations (Fig.

26) is apparent. This analysis would indicate a component of normal dip-

slip motion along the Geeseman Fault.

The flexural slip style of fold formation and the tight nature of

the folds mark both the less ductile state of the rocks and the intensity

of this dip-slip phase of deformation. Shearing along northwest-trending

surfaces occurred throughout the metasedimentary rocks resulting in the

southeast axis folds being deformed into separate pods or slices whose

internal structures were preserved.

Dynamic Analysis

Principal stress orientations during the two different phases of

motion may be derived using the assemblage of structural data to inter-

pret dynamics based on constructions shown in Figure 38. The orientation



Figure 37. Lower-hemisphere Equal-area Stereonet Plot of Northeast-
trending Folds Showing "Best Fit" Circle for all Axes. -- The
point noted as "A" is the derived direction of major tectonic
transport.
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of greatest principal stress (al) during strike-slip motion may be de-

rived from slickenside orientations (Ragan, 1968, p. 154). Assuming

brittle failure criteria, the intermediate stress (a 2) and the plane of

greatest (a l) and least (a3 ) stress may be drawn with reference to the

mean slickenside point (Fig. 38). Assuming an angle of internal friction

of 300 , the greatest principal stress (a1) is thus 30o removed from the

fault surface (Fig. 38). This east-west nearly horizontal orientation

of greatest principal stress (a
1
) resulted in the observed sinistral

strike-slip motion observed along the fault plane.

A similar construction (Fig. 39) for dip-slip slickensides indi-

cates a greatest principal stress oriented near vertical (Fig. 39). The

change in greatest principal stress orientation from horizontal to near

vertical may be due to relaxation of the east-west compressional regime

or the onset of extensional tectonism. The timing of the change in stress

regimes is probably pre-Pliocene, since undeformed Miocene-Pliocene

Tinaja sedimentary rocks overlie the fault to the east.

Interpretation

The relatively ductile state of formation of the southeast-trending

folds is a key to interpreting the Geeseman Fault. These folds occur in

Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary rocks which are in intrusive contact

with the Leatherwood quartz diorite less than 30 m south of the main trace

of the Geeseman Fault. This intrusive contact relationship leads to the

inference that the Abrigo Formation(?) is probably a roof pendant of the

Leatherwood quartz diorite not unlike several other roof pendants ob-

served in the southern headwaters region (Fig. 2). Strike-slip movement



Figure 38. Principal Stress Orientations during Strike-slip Movement of
the Geeseman Fault. -- See text for explanation of
construction.
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MEAN SLICKENSIDE POINT

Figure 39. Principal Stress Orientations during Dip-slip Movement of the
Geeseman Fault.
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may have occurred during the late cooling stages of the Leatherwood quartz

diorite resulting in the relatively ductile style of deformation observed

in the southeast-trending folds. Notably, this style of deformation oc-

curs only along the main trace of the Geeseman Fault as though the fault

singled out this zone of weakness.

The deformation along the fault is not confined to this single

major trace. As noted earlier, several sympathetic shear planes are ob-

served in the deformed rock on either side of the main fault trace. De-

creased ductility during the intense dip-slip phase of motion appears to

have resulted in a wide zone of brittle deformation which was not con-

fined to the major trace of the fault. Several mylonite zones or stri-

ated shear surfaces bound apparent slices involved in the dip-slip

movement with southeast axis folds preserved in one, or. several, of the

sheared slices (previously described).

A single dip-slip phase or a single strike-slip movement does

not account for the features observed along the Geeseman Fault. The bi-

modality of slickensides, the bimodality of fold axes, and the asymmetry

of the observed folds substantiate a two-phase motion model for the

Geeseman Fault. The cumulative sense of separation of the Geeseman Fault

is that of a hinge or scissor type fault. Based on the observed reversal

of displacement on the eastern trace of the Geeseman, the southeastern

block of the fault is up relative to the northern block. For the western

trace of the fault, the south block is down relative to the northern

block.
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The movement history of the Geeseman Fault may be summarized as

(Fig. 40):

1) Possible Precambrian and Mesozoic movement.

2) Cretaceous(?) strike-slip motion. Southeast strike-slip related

folds are observed only in Cretaceous(?)-Tertiary Leatherwood

quartz diorite and associated Abrigo Formation(?) metasedimentary

rocks. No fault movements related to southeast-trending folds

were observed in the Tertiary(?) Catalina granite or the Tertiary

Reef of Rock granite deformed by the fault.

3) Mid- to Late-Tertiary hinge motion with the southwest block down

in the headwaters region, southeast block up on the east. The

final movement along the fault surface deforms the Mid-Tertiary

granodiorite porphyry to the east (Creasey and Theodore, 1975)

and is overlain by Miocene-Pliocene Tinaja beds (previously

described). This effectively confines the latest movement on1

the Geeseman Fault as post-Cretaceous. The upper time limit on

fault movement is imprecise since the exact age of the Tinaja

Formation sedimentary rocks, which overlie the fault to the east,

is not known. The latest normal phase of motion, south block

down, could be late Miocene or Early Pliocene if Tinaja Formation

age relations bear this out. Such a relationship places the

dip-slip phase of motion at the onset of Basin and Range exten-

sional tectonism. This does not preclude prior movements during

Precambrian and Mesozoic time.
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REEF OF ROCK GRANITE

+ CATALINA GRANITE

- I LEATHERWOOD QUARTZ DIORITE

PALEOZOIC SEDIMENTARY

(and METASEDIMENTARY) ROCKS

4 FOLIATED ABRIGO FORMATION(?)

FOLDED ABRIGO FORMATION(?)

4 j..< ORACLE GRANITE

MAIN FAULT TRACE

"	 SLICKENSIDE LINEATIONS

SHEAR ZONE
3

EXPLANATION
2

Figure 40. Schematic Diagram of the Movement History of the Geeseman
Fault. -- Numbers are keyed to explanation in text. 1) Pos-
sible Precambrian and Mesozoic movement. 2) Cretaceous(?)
strike-slip motion; A) shows detail of the development of
southeast-trending folds along the major trace of the fault.
3) Mid to Late Tertiary hinge motion (west block shown here);
B) shows detail of movement on several subordinate fault
planes. Note the preservation of southeast-trending folds in
a pod bounded by shear zones and dip-slip slickensides.
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Precambrian and Mesozoic movements would mark the Geeseman Fault

as an old structural discontinuity. The strike (west-northwest) and ex-

tent of deformation are similar to other preexisting northwest disconti-

nuities (e.g., Mogul Fault) (Rehrig and Heidrick, 1976). The local stress

regime as derived from the kinematics of fault movement may well reflect

the influence of this preexisting anisotropy rather than the overall

regional stress field.

Hartman-Homes take Fault

The Hartman-Homestake Fault is one of several cross faults border-

ing the Geeseman Fault. The general trend of this fault surface is

N66°E, dipping southeast as noted in surface exposures near the Hartman-
Homestake Mines. Braun (1969) mapped a large part of this fault in the

subsurface exposures of the mines. His study documents a curviplanar

fault surface which strikes N50-80 °E and dips southeast or northwest at
angles as small as 32 0 .

The Hartman-Homestake Fault deforms the Cambrian Boisa and Abrigo

metasedimentary rocks on the west flank of the Marble Peak exposures be-

low Oracle ridge. The north block of the fault is apparently the 3-C

member of the Abrigo Formation, while the south block is apparently the

Peppersauce member of the Abrigo Formation (Braun, 1969). The relative

sense of displacement is dip-slip, south block down. Total separation

may amount to 160 m (528 ft) between the two members. The complexity of

deformation may well distort the fault plane but southeast-plunging

slickensides and apparent drag along a surface of the fault (Fig. 41)
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Figure 41. The Hartman Homestake Fault.
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tend to substantiate the interpretation that movement on the Hartman-

Homestake Fault is dominantly dip-slip.

Limb Fault

A poorly defined north-trending fault deforms the Younger Pre-

cambrian Apache Group sedimentary rocks west of Rice Peak (Fig. 2).

This fault surface is recognized by abrupt truncation of the major fold

which deforms the Apache Group and is mapped in part by Banks (1976).

Dripping Spring Quartzite is juxtaposed against Oracle Granite along the

east limb of this fold and a discolored soil zone is developed in the

granite. This relationship is anomalous stratigraphically and is the

major indication of the Limb Fault's existence.

No drag folding or reliable deformational characteristics were

observed in the talus-covered, crumbling outcrops along the fault zone.

Sense of motion along this fault is assumed to be dip-slip, west block

down, since Apache Group sediments are structurally higher to the east

along the crest of Rice Peak. Based on stratigraphy, the throw on the

Limb Fault could exceed 900 in (3000 ft). This is a matter of conjecture

since much of the Pioneer Formation is removed and disruption resulted

with the intrusion of the granodiorite porphyry.

Lightening Bolt Fault

Hoelle (1976, Fig. 4) shows the N15 °W-trending Lightening Bolt
Fault surface tracing into the headwaters region along the east flank of

Samaniego Ridge. South of the Charleau Gap access road, the fault is

poorly defined and is primarily identified on air photos.
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As the Lightening Bolt Fault is traced further south into the

central Canada del Oro, it becomes more easily recognized. In the middle

portion of the 
fault, mylonization, epidote mineralization, brecciation,

and slickenside lineation are all evidence of fault deformation. Dis-

tinct topographic saddles are formed by this fault as it cuts the eastern

extent of the Catalina granite (Fig. 2). There, the fault plane strikes

N15 °W and dips 68-75 °NE.
The most distinct feature of the Lightening Bolt Fault is its

apparent truncation of the Geeseman Fault, approximately 800 m (.5 mi)

west of the Canada del Oro creek. The Geeseman Fault ends in a zone of

mylonization and brecciation at its far western extent (Fig. 2). Slick-

enside lineations trend and plunge in all directions along multiple stri-

ated surfaces in this zone of confusion. The iron stained, sheared

Catalina granite, characteristic of the Geeseman Fault, is no longer

observed west of this zone. The Lightening Bolt Fault appears to con-

tinue southward to the stream in air photos and cannot be traced beyond

the central Canada del Oro (Fig. 2).

Large-Scale Folds 

Apache Group Syncline

The Younger Precambrian Apache Group sedimentary rocks in the

northern 1/3 of the Canada del Oro valley (Fig. 2) are warped about a

northwest-trending, southeast-plunging fold axis into an open (Fleuty,

1964) asymmetric syncline (Fig. 2). The general geometric style of this

fold may be termed concentric or class 1-B (Ramsey, 1967) based on
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constancy of orthogonal thickness of bedding throughout the fold. Some

hinge zone thickening is observed in the Mescal Limestone near the axis

of the fold.

Kinematically, the Apache Group syncline may be regarded as a

flexural slip fold with some flexural flow occurring in the more ductile

Mescal Limestone. Axial plane fracture cleavage may be evidenced in

some northwest-trending joints, but movement indicators were not ob-

served and no other penetrative slip lines were observed on either side

of the axial surface of the fold. Slickenside lineations on bedding sur-

faces, where observed, are generally perpendicular to the axial surface

of the syncline data. This tends to substantiate the inference of a

flexural slip fold mechanism.

The Apache Group syncline is interpreted to be the result of the

intrusion of the Catalina granite to the west (Fig. 2). The Catalina

granite appears to have draped the Oracle Granite-Apache Group block off

its eastern margin (cross section A-A', Fig. 2). A simple uplift and

draping could account for the initial phase of fold formation. However,

the draping was probably accompanied by east-northeast directed compres-

sion as the Catalina granite shouldered aside the Oracle Granite-Apache

Group block. The main evidence for this compressional hypothesis lies

in a minor thrust fault developed in Mescal Limestone (Fig. 2). This

fault trends west-northwest and dips southwest and displaces a younger

diabase sill over Mescal Limestone to the east. Smaller sympathetic

thrusts are developed in Mescal Limestone to the east.
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A summary of the deformational sequence is:

1) Faulting along the east side of the Apache Group in pre-Catalina

granite time.

2) Intrusion of the Catalina granite.

3) Shouldering aside of the Oracle Granite-Apache Group block, pro-

ducing the syncline as a result of compression.

Marble Peak Syncline

The metasedimentary rocks of the Marble Peak group are folded by

an open (Fleuty, 1964) syncline whose axis plunges to the southeast.

The large wavelength (approximately 1 km) and low amplitude of this fold

make it a large-scale structure in the metasedimentary rock. Peirce

(1958) links this fold to the west limb of the Alder Canyon Syncline.

Braun (1969) concentrated his study in the deformed metasedimentary rocks

and defined a "crude basin" centered about Marble Peak. The apparent

basin shape is borne out in this fold.

Fold geometry is not immediately apparent due to distortions and

deformation attendant to the intrusion of the Leatherwood quartz diorite.

The ductility of the deformed sediments was enhanced during the intru-

sion as evidenced by passive flow and flexural flow folds in Permian

marblized sediments around Marble Peak (Budden, 1975). It must be as-

sumed that flexural flow was dominant since these sedimentary rocks were

thoroughly metamorphosed during the Leatherwood wuartz diorite intrusion.

The synformal nature of this block is enhanced by distortion due to drag

along the Geeseman Fault which forms the northern boundary of some of the

metasedimentary rocks of Marble Peak.



In summary, the deformational sequence is:

1) Intrusion of the Leatherwood quartz diorite,

2) Formation of a basin-shaped syncline during this period of in-

creased ductility.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION

The oldest rock in the Canada del Oro headwaters region is the

Older Precambrian Oracle Granite. The exact mode of emplacement of this

pluton is difficult to interpret. The Oracle Granite apparently intrudes

the Older Precambrian Pinal Schist (Budden, 1975) and has a distinct

northeast foliation pattern.

Uniformity of primary structural elements such as feldspar align-

ment and inclusion trends may indicate movement in a somewhat plastic

state. Further evidence for magmatic or semimolten emplacement stems

from the dacite dike which intrudes the Oracle Granite in the headwaters.

Apophyses of this dike occur as random wisps in the Oracle as though in-

truded into a semimolten mass. The Oracle Granite is interpreted as mag-

matic in origin with a primary northeast foliation imposed in a

semi-consolidated state probably at the close of the Precambrian Mazatzal

Revolution (Wilson, 1962).

Peneplanation following orogenesis is indicated by the apparently

flat Oracle Granite surface upon which the Scanlan Conglomerate was de-

posited. Deposition of the Apache Group sediments and stratiform diabase

intrusions mark the final Younger Precambrian events. The diabase intru-

sions are probably correlative with the regional Grand Canyon disturbance

(Wilson, 1962).

The Paleozoic era was marked by deposition of marine sediments on

a regional scale. The Triassic and Jurassic periods are not recorded

within the headwaters region. Early Mesozoic movements along faults such
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as the northwest-trending Geeseman Fault are possible as evidenced by

erosion or non-deposition during these periods as recorded in an uncon-

formity between Cretaceous(?) American Flag Formation sedimentary rocks

and Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone (Creasey, 1967).

The end of the Mesozoic era was the beginning of the major events

recorded in the rocks in the Canada del Oro headwaters. The Leatherwood

quartz diorite was intruded in Cretaceous(?) time. The country rock

about this mass was thermally metamorphosed, folded in various degrees,

and mineralized. Concordance of contacts seems to indicate a sill-like

movement of magma into the headwaters region with some protoclasis on

the borders indicated by foliation development (Higgins, 1971). Inclu-

sion orientations indicate a rough east-west movement which may be re-

lated to expansion of the body of the intrusion into the headwaters

region (Hanson, 1966). The Geeseman Fault may have controlled the north-

ern boundary of the Leatherwood quartz diorite. The east-west foliation

was probably the result of later regional deformation affecting the

southern block bounded by the Geeseman Fault (Hanson, 1966).

The granodiorite porphyry intruded its way into the country rocks

in Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary time based on previously described con-

tact relationships. Disruption of contact relationships and minor miner-

alization in the northeast headwaters region were the result. The mode

of intrusion must be regarded as forceful judging from the foliation de-

veloped along contact zones, the shouldering aside of Apache Group rocks

and the development of foliation, possible protoclastic (Higgins, 1971),

in the surrounding wall rocks. The time frame of movement is poorly
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known for the Limb Fault, but the fault probably dropped Apache Group

sediments down to the west prior to the emplacement of the Catalina

granite.

The Catalina granite was the fourth intrusion to invade the

country rocks of the region. No absolute time frame for this granite is

derivable from the geologic relationships observed. However, this in-

trusion is definitely post-Leatherwood, as indicated by contact relation-

ships in the southeast headwaters region. Late-stage magmatic fluids

concentrated in the interior of the pluton resulted in the development of

the altered fine-grained internal phase.

Magma movement appears to have been northwest-southeast, resulting

in major shear recorded in N30 °W shear planes along the border and a minor
orthogonal conjugate shear plane N60 °E (Cloos, 1946). Such a movement
pattern is borne out by dominant northwest-northeast orientations for in-

clusions and northwest joint-dike orientations. Horizontal movements

seemsprecluded by vertical inclusions foliations. An inverted cone shape

for this intrusion may be inferred from the inward dipping contacts.

Passive emplacement of the Catalina granite is indicated by a

lack of cataclasis along intrusive contacts with the Oracle Granite. Al-

though Budden (1975) cites protoclasis along other Catalina contacts,

cataclastic deformation in the headwaters region is not extensively

developed.

Major plutonic events closed with the intrusion of the Reef of

Rock granite. The chilled nature of its contacts with the Oracle Gran-

ite, Leatherwood quartz diorite, and Catalina granite indicate a passive
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mode of emplacement for the Reef. Some foliation development coincident

to the contacts may be indicative of protoclastic deformation.

Magma movement is poorly defined for the Reef of Rock granite,

since primary flow features are nonexistent or random. The joint pat-

tern may indicate some lateral expansion, but primary movement appears

to have been north-south or northeast as indicated by shear zones and in-

clusion orientations.

Hinging movement on the Geeseman Fault began in pre-Miocene,

post-Reef of Rock granite time. Major deformation along this fault is

recorded in the Oracle Granite, Leatherwood quartz diorite, Catalina

granite, and Reef of Rock granite. Fault movement probably occurred in

zones of weakness and along contacts between rock types. These contacts

may well have been controlled by prior existence of the Geeseman Fault.

The Lightening Bolt Fault marks the final structural development

in the Canada del Oro headwaters. This northwest-trending structure was

probably the result of extensional stress regimes operant in Basin and

Range time and resulted in the formation of the present Canada del Oro

valley.



CONCLUSIONS

• . . the more units that can be mapped in a pluton or
group of plutons, the better the changes of determining
their origin.

R. R. Compton

The several plutonic bodies in the Canada del Oro show a variance

of intrusive style when considered regionally. The Leatherwood quartz

diorite is almost sill-like with concordant contacts in the study area.

The granodiorite porphyry shows many characteristics of forceful injec-

tion along contacts. The Catalina granite would seem to be a passive

cone-shaped pluton with a simple chilled border. The Reef of Rock gran-

ite appears to be passively emplaced with sharp distinct contacts and

little cataclastic deformation in the headwaters region. Regionally,

except for the Reef of Rock granite, these intrusions display a wide

variety of contact relations from concordant to discordant to protoclas-

tic. The variable nature of contacts and some geochemical evidence

(Hoene, 1976) would class these post-Paleozoic intrusions as mesozonal

(Buddington, 1959). The Reef of Rock granite is probably epizonal based

on the characteristics observed in this study.

Based on the assumption that the shape and orientation of plutons

is a response to the ambient regional stress field, some interpretations

can be made about the various primary structural elements of the plutons.

East-west orientation of fabric elements in the Leatherwood quartz dio-

rite and east-west elongation of the Leatherwood quartz diorite and the
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granodiorite porphyry (Creasey, 1967) would seem to dictate a north-south

directed regional stress. However, this east-west elongation may have

been the result of purely local stress regimes. Hanson (1966) theorized

that this east-west elongation was due to the active rise of the east

flank of the Catalina Mountain mass while the plutons were being em-

placed. The local stress field about this rising mass would orient the

greatest principal stress (a1) vertical leaving the intermediate (a 2) and

least (a 3) principal stresses in a horizontal plane. The plutons have

sought the path of least resistance and expanded in that direction. The

local stress regime proposed here would hold a 3 nearly east-west allowing

east-west expansion of the plutons.

By similar reasoning, northwest- and northeast-oriented structur-

al elements of the Catalina granite are evidence for expansion in a stress

regime in which a2 and a3 may have been nearly equal. A north-northwest,

east-northeast stress orientation for a
2 
and a

3 
is in keeping with re-

gional stress models proposed by Rehrig and Heidrick (1976).

The Geeseman Fault may represent an old structural discontinuity

whose reactivation and repeated movement have occurred in response to

the ambient regional stress field. The preexisting Geeseman Fault may

have controlled the emplacement of the Leatherwood quartz diorite. -Ap-

parent reactivation fault zone created the present boundary of the Leath-

erwood and the Oracle Granite while cutting several other plutons. The

Geeseman Fault may have limited the northern extent of the Leatherwood

quartz diorite and subsequently deformed the contact zone as later move-

ment occurred. The fault also defines two structural domains for the

Santa Catalina Mountains. South of the Geeseman Fault, foliation becomes
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more strongly developed and grades into a structural domain of intense

deformation in the Forerange.

The results of the detailed examination of the plutonic bodies of

the headwaters region allow assessment of the viability of the various

models proposed for the Santa Catalina Mountain mass. The intrusive

events of the Canada del Oro headwaters region culminate with the em-

placement of the Reef of Rock granite, an event which is separate from

the emplacement of the Catalina granite. The emplacement of the Reef of

Rock granite apparently occurred after sufficient time had passed to al-

low consolidation of the Catalina granite mass, since contacts between

the two are sharp and distinct. The two events may have been closely

spaced in time, but the evidence presented here suggests that they were

not synchronous. The results of this work reinforce models which propose

a non-synchronous history of the emplacement of several distinct plutonic

bodies into the crystalline core of the Santa Catalina Mountains.
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